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Multivariate outlier filtering for A-NFVLearn: an
Advanced Deep VNF Resource Usage Forecasting

Technique
Cédric St-Onge, Nadjia Kara, and Claes Edstrom

Abstract—Virtual Network Function Resource Adaptation
(VNF-RA) aims at adequately adapting Network Function Vir-
tualization Infrastructure (NFVI) resources according to the
geographical fluctuation of user demand by maximizing the
quality of service (QoS) of the offered services and the energy
consumption of the NFVI while limiting the risks of Service Level
Agreement (SLA) breaches, the CAPEX and OPEX of the cloud
operators and their customers. Virtual Network Function (VNF)
resource usage forecasting leads therefore a key role in enabling
proactive resource adaptation in dynamic Network Function
Virtualization (NFV) environments whose resource demand con-
stantly changes. In parallel, Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)-
based prediction has garnered huge interest in the research
community and several research teams have therefore proposed
different VNF resource usage prediction algorithms based on this
machine learning technique. However, current LSTM-based VNF
resource usage forecasting techniques lack the flexibility to take
several resource attributes of different scales, over many time
steps, in order to predict several other resource attributes over
many time steps from a Service Function Chain (SFC). In this
paper, we push the state of the art forward by presenting A-
NFVLearn, a flexible multivariate, LSTM-based model with an
attention mechanism which uses different attributes of resource
load history (CPU, memory, I/O bandwidth) from various VNFs
of an SFC to forecast future load of multiple resources of a
VNF. Next, we propose a multivariate outlier filtering scheme
at pre-processing based on Adjusted Outlyingness (AO), which
improves training time performance of LSTM-based models
without impacting prediction accuracy.

Index Terms—Network function virtualization, resource usage
prediction, LSTM, attention mechanism, outlier filtering, Ad-
justed Outlyingness.

I. INTRODUCTION

NFV technology is a huge milestone in next-generation

cloud infrastructures. NFV’s purpose aims at demateri-

alizing legacy network functions (NFs) embedded on physical

hardware and to convert them into heterogeneous, scalable

VNFs. In turn, those VNFs become swiftly deployable on-

demand anywhere in a cloud infrastructure or a NFVI. Hence-

forth, this allows NFs initially anchored in a physical SFC to

be deployed and scaled at various areas in a telecom service

provider (TSP)’s or a cloud service provider (CSP)’s network

(i.e., the core, cloud or edge networks) to efficiently handle
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fluctuating resource demand and Service Level Objective

(SLO) of its customers (e.g., delay and availability of business-

critical applications). Those features not only help TSPs and

CSPs meet financial objectives, SLAs, CAPEX and OPEX, but

also brings increased latency benefits and QoS to the customer

[1].

However, in order to bring NFV technology to maturity, new

automated mechanisms for VNF deployment, management and

orchestration must be designed. To this end, many research

teams have been looking at Deep Learning techniques like

LSTM to further improve upon traditional resource forecasting

mechanisms such as moving average (MA), auto regression

(AR), weighted average (WA) and auto-regressive integrated

moving average (ARIMA) to improve resource usage fore-

casting in an SFC. In fact, accurate VNF resource usage

prediction is an important first step in a VNF-RA pipeline

that facilitates decision-making to automatically adapt avail-

able physical resources to VNF instances by triggering VNF

horizontal scaling, vertical scaling and/or migration requests

by NFV management and orchestration (NFV-MANO).

In any case, enhancing LSTM-based resource usage fore-

casting mechanisms is no easy task. Researchers not only need

to acquire massive amounts of data from operating NFVIs, but

they also need to devise ad-hoc mining and filtering techniques

for this data with the help of both seasoned experts of the NFV

domain as well as skilled Deep Learning practitioners with a

vast experience in time series forecasting.

Hence, such large amounts of data require adequate filtering

mechanisms in order to efficiently remove outliers. Doing so

with the proper know-how brings huge performance benefits

at the learning stage of LSTM models thanks to the reduced

quantity of training examples. When carefully executed, it

also makes trained models less prone to over-fitting without

impacting the accuracy of the predicted outputs.

Therefore, it makes outlier filtering an important challenge

for budding resource usage forecasting experts and as such,

tackling this issue is the main challenge we want to tackle

in this paper. The next challenge is to build upon an existing

LSTM-based architecture, called NFVLearn, and improve its

prediction accuracy. NFVLearn is a multivariate, many-to-

many LSTM-based architecture that leverages resource usage

inter-dependencies of several input resource attributes such as

vCPU, vRAM, I/O bandwidth of many VNFs in an SFC over

several time steps, to forecast resource usage of many resource

attributes of one VNF over many time steps.

The article is organized as follows. Problem description
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF ACRONYMS

Acronym Definition

AO Adjusted Outlyingness

AR Auto-regression

ARIMA Auto-Regressive Integrated Moving Average

CAPEX Capital Expenditures

CAT-LSTM Context and Aspect Embedded Attentive Target
Dependent LSTM

CSP Cloud Service Provider

FC Fully Connected Neural Network

IMS IP Multimedia Subsystem

IPS Intrusion Prevention System

LOF Local Outlier Factor

LSTM Long Short-Term Memory

MA Moving Average

MAE Mean Absolute Error

MANO Management and Orchestration

MAPE Mean Absolute Percentage Error

MD Mahalanobis Distance

ML Machine Learning

MSE Mean Squared Error

NF Network Function

NFV Network Function Virtualization

NFVI Network Function Virtualization Infrastructure

OPEX Operational Expenditures

QoS Quality of Service

RMSE Root Mean Squared Error

RNN Recurrent Neural Network

SFC Service Function Chain

SLA Service Level Agreement

SLO Service Level Objective

SVM Support Vector Machine

SVR Support Vector Regression

TSP Telecom Service Provider

VNF Virtual Network Function

VNFC Virtual Network Function Component

VNF-FG Virtual Network Function Forwarding Graph

VNF-RA Virtual Network Function Resource Allocation

WA Weighted Average

and motivation are described in Section II. We then present a

literature review in Section III. A description of data-driven

resource usage prediction, correlation coefficients used in this

paper and of the NFVLearn design are presented in Section

IV. Experiments and evaluation of our proposed techniques are

described in Section V. Finally, a discussion and a conclusion

are presented in Sections VI and VII respectively.

II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND MOTIVATION

Resource usage forecasting based on Deep Learning tech-

niques such as NFVLearn require considerable amounts of

historical resource usage data from VNFs. This data often trav-

els intermittently throughout a NFVI’s control plane, which

puts pressure on traffic load overhead in the substrate network.

Although this is an unavoidable limitation of data-hungry Deep

Learning implementations, it can fortunately be mitigated by

carefully selecting the proper model architecture. So far, two

different types of implementation appear in the literature to

mitigate this limitation. The first one is to run a VNF resource

usage forecasting model on the NFV-MANO, which is a good

option when an administrator wants to offload resource usage

forecasting tasks away from the VNFs (e.g., when there are

VNF processing, memory, power and disk size constraints, a

low number of SFCs to manage in the NFVI, low network

latency, large network bandwidth, small number of network

hops from the VNFs to the MANO, etc.) [?]. The second

implementation type is to run a VNF forecasting model locally

on a VNF, which is a better option in large scale NFVIs and

remote datacenters with large numbers of managed SFCs and

VNFs, where outgoing resource usage data in the control plane

could eventually cause network delays and bottlenecks [2].
NFVLearn’s current agnostic design (i.e., selection of the

number of input and output time steps and their granularity,

selection of input and output features) makes it extremely

flexible in this regard and therefore makes it fit for dif-

ferent types of implementations. However, its LSTM-based

architecture could benefit from the latest advancements in

the Deep Learning field. For instance, its ability to decipher

inter-dependencies over several time steps of multiple resource

usage features of historical data makes it prone to great fore-

casting accuracy improvements from an attention mechanism.
Moreover, in order to provide the most accurate predictions,

VNF resource usage forecasting mechanisms typically require

resource load history from multiple sources in order to truly

benefit from resource attribute inter-dependencies of an SFC.

Those mechanisms based on Deep Learning, however, are

very sensitive to noise in the collected resource usage history

required to forecast future resource load, especially for online

prediction. That is why data pre-processing, outlier filtering

and outlier removal are key in order to reduce variance in

the training set, thus reducing under-fitting. This is especially

critical in the aspect of cloud computing and NFV, since

those environments host a wide variety of heterogeneous

applications, services, tasks and processes, and that SFCs can

run along several server hosts and clusters at various points of

the core and edge networks.
Our aim in this paper is to tackle these challenges. To reach

this goal, our main contributions are the following:

• The study and investigation of an added attention mecha-

nism to NFVLearn’s architecture. We will then compare

the training performance and resource usage prediction

accuracy of this new design, called A-NFVLearn, with

the results provided by NFVLearn’s models.

• The study and investigation of AO, a novel multivari-

ate outlier filtering technique, and its application at A-

NFVLearn’s pre-processing stage. We will compare the

training performance and resource usage prediction accu-

racy of A-NFVLearn’s models with and without AO.

• Ensure that this added outlier filtering technique is en-

tirely automated and generalizes well with resource usage

data from different types of SFCs and scenarios (IMS and

web virtualized instances).

III. RELATED WORK

The section presents a literature review relevant to two

aspects of this study: LSTM-based resource usage prediction
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and outlier filtering at pre-processing of RNN-based models.

A. Automated Learning and VNF Resource Usage Forecasting

Resource usage forecasting garners huge interest from the

mobile, edge, cloud and NFV research communities. For

instance, authors in [1], [3] note how challenging it is

for prospective research teams to design robust, simple and

practical resource usage forecasting mechanisms for cloud

computing and NFVIs. The main reasons are twofold: the first

being that it requires a vast knowledge of several particularities

and objectives of NFV and cloud computing resource usage

prediction (delays in VNF placement, resource adaptation

in the server nodes, QoS, SLAs, overhead reduction in the

control plane, latency minimization, etc.), and the second one

being that it requires deep understanding of the potential

and limitations of LSTM learning techniques. Research teams

therefore require to gather cross-cutting skills in two large

research areas. However, several state-of-the-art LSTM archi-

tectures have been proposed as of late that successfully enable

automated NFV, cloud and mobile networking management

and orchestration [2], [4]–[9].

Several approaches leverage LSTM [10]. For instance, the

authors in [4] propose a method for analyzing time series

correlation of IoT equipment working conditions based on

univariate sensor data that leverages an LSTM-based predic-

tion model for working status forecasting. Results showed that

their approach achieve less RMSE than that of an ARIMA

model. In another example, Patel & al. [7] propose a proactive

approach using LSTM-based deep learning for predicting auto-

scaling of VNFs ahead of time in response to dynamic traffic

variations. Their LSTM model inputs CPU and bandwidth

capacity as inputs to then forecast CPU resource utilized by

upcoming VNF instances. It then uses a distributed VNF

provisioning algorithm to produce scaling decisions ahead

of time. Approaches in [5], [6] propose VNF-FG bandwidth

forecasting algorithms for the allocation of resources in NFV

environments that can differently weigh the over-provisioning

and under-provisioning costs through an asymmetric loss

function. Their proposed solutions are interesting since their

LSTM models input multivariate network traffic data from all

links of a VNF-FG or an SFC to predict future resource needs

and help planning resource allocation through the VNF-FG.

A new trend has also emerged in the last few years, where

research teams combine LSTM cells with an attention layer

[11] with beneficial results. Several approaches in the NFV

research domain successfully applied this combination for

resource usage forecasting [2], [8], [9]. For instance, authors

in [9] introduce a VNF resource prediction based on a Content

and Aspect Embedded Attentive Target Dependent Long Short

Term Memory (CAT-LSTM) model that maximizes the ben-

efits of using an SFC through a directed graph. Their model

inputs CPU usage of multiple VNFs over several time steps

to predict CPU usage over one time step of a VNF. In [2],

authors also use CAT-LSTM to predict future CPU resource

loads of a VNF by inputting historical CPU resource utilization

of that same VNF and its neighbors. Finally, the approach

proposed in [8] goes further by taking CPU, memory, input and

output bandwidth of all VMs to forecast through a CAT-LSTM

model the CPU utilization of an intrusion prevention system

(IPS) instance. They use up to 20 seconds of multivariate data

sampled every 5 seconds to predict a resource usage horizon

of 5 seconds, thus 1 time step of that IPS.

B. Outlier Filtering for Data Pre-Processing

Outlier detection and filtering of large data sets is well

established and well documented. This is an important step at

the pre-processing stage, prior to deep learning model training.
However, several of the proposed time series-based outlier

filtering techniques are designed for univariate data. This is

understandable by the fact that typical time series predic-

tion techniques such as AR, MA, WA), ARIMA, etc., don’t

leverage multivariate data inter-dependencies and are usually

“same-to-same” feature prediction. Among common outlier

filtering techniques for univariate data, we find z-score filtering

[12], one-class Support Vector Machine (SVM) [13]–[15] and

Local Outlier Factor (LOF) [16], [17].
Authors in [12] use z-score to pre-process and clean missing

data and outliers in an approach that forecasts electricity load

and price using Jaya-LSTM in smart grids. Although this

approach can predict two different sets of features (electricity

load and electricity price), data filtering focuses on univariate

data in order to improve prediction accuracy on a single

feature. Authors then proceed by comparing the prediction

accuracy of a single output feature per model with SVM

and univariate LSTM approaches. Z-score is an easy way to

estimate outliers in a normal distribution by locating the mean

and standard deviation of univariate values of a population.
Approaches in [13]–[15] use one-class SVM for outlier

data detection, then elimination because this approach is

simple, efficient and can guarantee the authenticity of data

to a certain extent. One-class SVM can greatly improve the

precision of anomaly detection in the case of small samples,

unbalanced sample classification, and supposes no assump-

tions about data distribution. For example, the authors in

[13] do so to reduce irregular patterns in metro passenger

flow forecasting from an LSTM network. Next, the authors

in [14] introduce a novel two-step LSTM configuration for

removing deterministic components associated with dominant

gear signals in the first step (with LSTM regression) and

removing the ‘residual deterministic’ components associated

with varying gear signals in the second step (with one-class

SVM). They present different LSTM architectures combined

with a one-class SVM to separate abnormal data from nor-

mal vibration signals collected from non-consecutive time

series of helicopter test flight data. They show that LSTM

regression is not advantageous and that better performance

can be achieved by a one-class SVM outlier detection based

on statistical features. Finally, authors in [15] present a data

analysis system combining ARIMA and LSTM for persistent

organic pollutants concentration prediction. ARIMA is used to

capture linear components while LSTM is used to capture the

non-linear components. They use the one-class SVM method

to detect the anomalies of POPs concentration values, then use

the average sampling concentration in the previous one month

to replace this abnormal value.
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TABLE II
SUMMARY OF SYMBOLS

Symbol Definition

c(ty) Context vector

e(tx, ty) Alignment scores

fn Resource attribute feature f from VNF n. I.e.:
CPU1

Fx Number of input features

Fy Number of output features

h(tx) Final hidden state

s(ty) Current hidden state

Tx Number of input time steps

Ty Number of output time steps

V
ρ
θ

Data point matrix

x(i) Input sample matrix

y(i) Output label matrix

ŷ⟨ty⟩ Softmax function

ŷ
⟨Ty⟩

[Fy ]
Resource usage prediction matrix

α(tx, ty) Attention weights

LOF is another commonly applied technique to efficient at

finding anomalous data points by measuring the local deviation

of a given data point with respect to its neighbours. In [16],

authors apply LOF and adaptive K-means to an abnormal

data recognition algorithm to implement data preprocessing

and noise extraction on wind turbines data. Univariate data is

then re-combined and processed into an LSTM-based stacked

denoising autoencoder (LSTM-SDAE) model to obtain non-

linear temporal relationships among multivariate variables. In

another approach [17], LOF is applied to enhance detection

efficiency in a two-stage virtual machine abnormal behavior-

based anomaly detection mechanism. Authors demonstrate that

LOF can significantly reduce the computational complexity

and meet the needs of real-time performance.

Lastly, a common outlier detection technique frequently

found in the literature is the Mahalanobis Distance (MD). It is

a measure of the distance between a point P and a distribution

D. It is a multi-dimensional generalization of the idea of

measuring how many standard deviations away P is from the

mean of D. In [16], MD is calculated based on reconstruction

errors and an alarm mechanism based on the sliding window

technique was set up to detect abnormalities in real time.

Finally, authors in [18] used MD to denoise multidimensional

sensor data, flag the outliers, and enhance the robustness of

the denoising process.

While these approaches prove to be extremely efficient

when applied to specific problems involving univariate data,

none offers a way to precisely detect outliers from multivariate

data in time series. This point is particularly of high value

for an approach such as A-NFVLearn, which heavily relies

on inter-dependencies of several resource attributes, hence, of

multiple inter-related variables.

IV. A-NFVLEARN DESIGN

In this section, we first discuss about the data structure of

the collected resource usage data used for our experimentation.

LSTM

…

…

…

LSTM

LSTM

…

LSTM

LSTM

…

…

LSTM

Fig. 1. A-NFVLearn’s Architecture and Data Structure

Next, we give detailed information about the attention mech-

anism enhancing A-NFVLearn’s resource usage predictions.

Lastly, we present the AO approach used to remove outliers

from multivariate data. For reference, A-NFVLearn’s data

structure and architecture are depicted in Fig. 1.

A. Data Structure

Timestamped resource usage historical data is required

in order to train A-NFVLearn models through supervised

learning. This VNF Component (VNFC) and/or VNF resource

usage data is collected from simulations at regular intervals

and can be from any resource attribute: vCPU, memory, input

bandwidth, output bandwidth, etc. This stored data is then

filtered, scaled and organized in a way that a column represents

the resource attribute of a VNF and a row represents a time

stamp at which the resource usage occurred. Data reorganized

in this manner will later simplify data pre-processing as

required by A-NFVLearn’s architecture; for instance, it allows

us to:

1) label Fx input features and Fy output features from any

of the resource attribute columns of the dataset and,
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2) for each labeled input features and output features, create

resource usage sliding windows of size Tx input time

steps and of size Ty output time steps.

This process results in the generation of training examples

which can further be split into training and validation sets,

with each training example being a set of two matrices: the

input matrix and the output labels matrix.

The input matrix of a training example (eq. 1), of dimension

[Tx, Fx], is denoted as follows:

x
⟨Tx⟩
[Fx]

(1)

Where,

Tx Number of input time steps
Fx Number of input features

The output label matrix of a training example (eq. 2), of

dimension [Ty, Fy], is denoted as follows:

y
⟨Ty⟩

[Fy ]
(2)

Where,

Ty Number of output time steps
Fy Number of output features

The choice of values for Tx and Ty is at the will of the user

prior to model training. The number of input/output features

and time steps is based on a number of factors such as

prediction accuracy, length between input/output time steps,

inter-dependency reinforcement, etc. as we will later see in

Section V-D. A filtered data frame is therefore denoted as

a set of input samples (Eq. 3) and output labels (Eq. 4) as

follows:

x(i)
⟨i,i+Tx⟩
[Fx]

∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., θ − (Tx + Ty)} (3)

y(i)
⟨i+Tx+1,i+Tx+Ty⟩

[Fy ]
∀i ∈ {Tx + 1, Tx + 2, ..., θ − Ty} (4)

B. Attention Mechanism

A-NFVLearn’s attention mechanism [11] is developed in

order to improve the performance on long input sequences.

The main idea is to allow the decoder to selectively access

encoder information during decoding. This is achieved by

building a different “context vector” for every time step of

the decoder, calculating it in function of the previous hidden

state and of all the hidden states of the encoder, assigning

them trainable weights.

In this way, the attention mechanism assigns different im-

portance to the different features of the input sequence, and

gives more attention to the more relevant inputs.

1) Encoder: At each time step, the representation of each

input sequence tx ∈ {1, 2, ..., Tx} is computed as a function

of the hidden state h(tx) of the previous time step and of the

current input. The final hidden state h(Tx) contains all the

encoded information from the previous hidden representations

and the previous inputs.

h(tx) = f(W · h(tx − 1) + U · x⟨tx⟩) (5)

2) Context Vector: A different context vector c(ty) is com-

puted for every time step ty ∈ {1, 2, ..., Ty} of the decoder.
In order to calculate the context vector c(ty) for time step

ty we proceed as follows. First of all, for every combination

of time step tx of the encoder and time step ty of the decoder,

the so called alignment scores e(tx, ty) are computed with the

following weighted sum:

e(tx, ty) = Va · tanh(Ua · s(ty − 1) +Wa · h(tx)) (6)

In this equation, Wa, Ua and Va are trainable attention

weights. The weights Wa are associated to the hidden states

h(tx) ∈ {1, 2, ..., Tx} of the encoder, the weights Ua are

associated to the hidden states s(ty) ∈ {1, 2, ..., Ty} of a

decoder, and the weights Va define the function that calculates

the alignment score.
For every time step ty , the scores e(tx, ty) are normalized

using a softmax activation function over the encoder time steps

tx, obtaining the attention weights α(tx, ty):

α(tx, ty) =
exp(e(tx, ty))

∑

tx∈Tx
exp(e(tx, ty))

(7)

The attention weights α(tx, ty) capture the importance of

the input of time step tx for decoding the output of time step

ty . The context vector c(ty) is calculated as the weighted sum

of all the hidden values h(tx) of the encoder according to the

attention weights:

c(ty) =
∑

tx∈Tx

α(tx, ty) · h(tx) (8)

Hence, this context vector allows to give more attention to

the more relevant inputs in the input sequence.
3) Decoder: Now the context vector c(ty) is passed to the

decoder, which computes the probability distribution of the

next possible output. This operation of decoding goes for all

the time steps present in the input.
Then the current hidden state s(ty) is computed according

to an LSTM function, taking as input the context vector c(ty),
the hidden state s(ty − 1) and output ŷ⟨ty−1⟩ of the previous

time step:

s(ty) = f(s(ty − 1), ŷ⟨ty−1⟩, c(ty)) (9)

Using this mechanism, the model is able to find the cor-

relations between different parts of the input sequence and

corresponding parts of the output sequence.
For each time step, the output of the decoder is calculated

applying the softmax function to the weighted hidden state

s(ty):

ŷ⟨ty⟩ = tanh(V · s(ty)) (10)

C. AO implementation

AO is an outlier detection mechanism allowing skewness

in multivariate data presented in [19]. The method is based

on the adjusted boxplot for skewed data [20] and essentially

defines for univariate data a different scale on each side of the

median. This scale is obtained by means of a robust measure

of skewness [21].
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1) AO for univariate skewed data: The outlyingness of a

univariate data point tells us how far the observation lies from

the center of the data, standardized by means of a robust

scale. In this definition, it does not matter whether the data

point is smaller or larger than the median. However, when the

distribution is skewed, authors in [19] apply a different scale

on each side of the median. The AO for univariate data is then

defined as:

AOi = AO(1)(xi, Xn) =

{

xi−med(Xn)
w2−med(Xn)

if xi > med(Xn)
med(Xn)−xi

med(Xn)−w1

if xi < med(Xn)
(11)

With w1 and w2 the lower and upper whisker of the adjusted

boxplot applied to the data set Xn.

Note that AO(1) is location and scale invariant, hence it is

affected by changing the center and/or the scale of the data.

As the AO is based on robust measures of location, scale and

skewness, it is resistant to outliers. In theory, a resistance up

to 25% of outliers can be achieved, although the medcouple

often has a substantial bias when the contamination is more

than 10%.
2) AO for multivariate skewed data: Consider now a

p-dimensional sample Xn = (x1, ..., xn)T with xi =
(xi1, ..., xip)

T . AO outlier detection for multivariate data is

then defined as:

AOi = AO(xi, Xn) = supα∈Rp AO(1)(αTxi, Xnα) (12)

Note that in practice, AO cannot be computed by project-

ing the observations on all univariate vectors α. Hence, we

should restrict ourselves to a finite set of random directions.

Our simulations have shown that considering m = 250p
directions yields a good balance between ’efficiency’ and

computation time. Random directions are generated as the

directions perpendicular to the subspace spanned by p obser-

vations, randomly drawn from the data set. As such, AO is

invariant to affine transformations of the data. Moreover, in

our implementation we always take ||α|| = 1, although this is

not required as AO(1) is invariant.

Once AO is computed for every observation, we can use

this information to decide whether an observation is outlying

or not. Unless for normal distributions for which the AOs are

asymptotically distributed, the AO distribution is in general

unknown (but typically right-skewed as they are bounded by

zero). Hence, we compute the adjusted boxplot of the AO-

values and declare a multivariate observation outlying if its

AOi exceeds the upper whisker of the adjusted boxplot. More

precisely, outlier cutoff value equals:

cutoff = Q3 + 1.5e3MCIQR (13)

Where Q3 is the third quartile of the AO, and similarly for

IQR and MC. Here, MC stands for MedCouple which is a

robust measure of skewness [21]. It is defined as:

MC(Xn) = medxi<medn<xj
h(xi, xj) (14)

SFC

VNF1 VNF2 … VNFn

Fig. 2. Synthesized SFC Directed Graph

With medn the sample median, and

h(xi, xj) =
(xj −medn)− (medn − xi)

xj − xi

(15)

V. EXPERIMENT

This section presents the main performed experiments and

obtained results.

A. Data

Big instances of VNFs such as an IP multimedia subsystem

(IMS) may be composed of smaller instances of software

components, called VNFCs. A VNFC is an internal component

of a VNF which provides a defined sub-set of that VNF’s

functionality, with the main characteristic that a single instance

of this component maps 1:1 against a single virtualization

container. This means that the VNFCs in a VNF are linked to

each other by a combination of directed and undirected links,

and work together to provide the required functionality of the

VNF. This irrevocably poses a challenge for someone aiming

to collect resource usage metrics from those VNFCs since

some ad hoc measures have to be taken in order to filter the

internal network traffic between multiple VNFCs of the same

VNF. For the purpose of this experiment, we have chosen to

combine the resource usage metrics of all VNFCs into single

VNFs and redefined SFCs into directed graphs as shown in

Fig. 2 and a complete description of the composition of the

SFCs used in this work can be found below.

The proposed approach was tested on one IMS and one Web

scenario, both built upon a bare-metal Kubernetes testbed.

For instance, the IMS SFC deployment comprises a Clear-

water Core IMS virtual environment organized in a VNF-FG

split into INVITE and REGISTER requests. VNF instances

and components have been labelled according to their position

in the forwarding graph (VNF1 and VNF2 in the INVITE

request FG, and VNF3, VNF4, VNF5 and VNF6 in the

REGISTER request FG). A SIPp traffic generator handles the

generation of both request types to the SFC. SIPp is an open-

source traffic generator and test tool for the SIP protocol. We

managed to collect CPU, memory, input bandwidth and output

bandwidth resource usage data from VNF1 to VNF5, and all

but output bandwidth resource usage data from VNF6 for a

total of 23 resource attributes.

The Web SFC deployment is a virtualized web server

environment comprised of a Go web application (VNF1)

attached to a virtualized switch serving as a load balancer.
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That load balancer is then tied to three Java REST API

instances (VNF2), which serve words read from a Postgres

SQL database (VNF3). The network traffic originates from

a Siege traffic generator. Siege is an open source regression

test and benchmark utility. It can stress test a single URL

with a defined number of simulated users. We managed to

collect CPU, memory, input bandwidth and output bandwidth

resource usage data from VNF1, and all but output bandwidth

resource usage data from VNF2 and VNF3, for a total of 10

resource attributes. In this scenario, we couldn’t collect output

bandwidth resource usage data from VNF2 for the apparent

reason that the network monitor was incorrectly scanning the

network traffic on the load balancer between VNF1 and VNF2

instead of the exit node of VNF2.

Each pod used in the IMS and web scenarios tests has

three vCPUs, 2 GB of RAM, and 10 Mbps links. Workload

generated by SIPp and Siege both vary linearly with sharp

increase/decrease occurring around 10% of the time with

VNF resource usage metrics (vCPU, vRAM, I/O bandwidth)

collected every 20 seconds in a span of two weeks, giving over

80.000 timestamped raw/unfiltered data points which were

used to train and validate our LSTM models.

B. Tools and Model Training

Training of the models was performed on a computer with

a 6-core Intel Core i7 10710U CPU with each core clocked at

1.61 GHz, 32 GB of RAM and an eGPU module hosting an

nVidia GeForce RTX 2080 Ti GPU with 12 GB of NVRAM.

The learning environment was set up natively on Ubuntu Linux

OS 18.04.5 LTS with nVidia’s CUDA 10.1 GPU drivers.

NFVLearn was developed using the Python 3.8 program-

ming language on a TensorFlow 2.2 platform with the

tensorflow-gpu library and Keras 2.4.2. Several libraries com-

monly used in machine learning were used such as NumPy

1.19.0, SciPy 1.4.1, Pandas 1.0.5 and Sci-Kit-Learn 0.23.1.

MatPlotLib was used for data visualization.

AO filtering was made in Matlab 2016a using LIBRA1,

developed at Robust@Leuven. The outliers were flagged and

stored in a .csv file, then filtered at the data pre-processing

stage of model training. Examples of flagged outliers (in red)

in a bagplot using LIBRA for bivariate data are depicted in

Fig. 3.

All trained models used the same hyperparameters shown

in Table III for comparison purposes. The number of hidden

layers, the number of units per layer, the regularization process

as well as its sub-parameters (ADAM optimizer’s learning

rate, β1, β2 and ϵ) and the early stopper value were selected

through a grid search process that yielded the best overall

MSE validation loss. For the normalization process, NFVLearn

uses an unorthodox technique: before training our models, we

separately fit and transform both input features and output

features by using MinMax normalization with a range of [0, 1].
The key idea behind this technique is that we use different

input/output features of widely different ranges ([0.00, 3.00]
usage ratiofrom 3 vCPUs, [0, 4.000.000.000] Bytes of RAM

usage and [0, 10.000.000] bps of I/O bandwidth usage). Hence,

1Available at https://wis.kuleuven.be/statdatascience/robust/LIBRA/

TABLE III
HYPERPARAMETERS

Hyperparameter Value

# input time steps Tx [5, 10]
# output time steps Ty [3, 5, 7]

Normalization MinMax [0,1]
# hidden layers 1
# units per layer 50

Optimizer ADAM
Regularizer L1 L2 regularization

Learning rate 0.001
β1 0.9
β2 0.999
ϵ 1e-07

Batch size 512
Loss function MSE

Validation set size 5% of the dataset
Early stopper 10

TABLE IV
IMS SFC INPUTS PER CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS

Model Input features

VNF1
CPU1, Mem1, BWo1, BWi1,
BWo5, BWi2

VNF2
CPU2, Mem2, BWo2, BWi2,
BWi3, BWi6

VNF3
CPU3, Mem3, BWo3, BWi3,
Mem6, Mem5

VNF4
CPU4, Mem4, BWo4, BWi4,
Mem3

VNF5
CPU5, Mem5, BWo5, BWi5,
BWo3, BWi2

VNF6 CPU6, Mem6, BWi6, Mem3

TABLE V
WEB SFC INPUTS PER CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS

Model Input features

VNF1 CPU1, Mem1, BWo1, BWi1
VNF2 CPU2, Mem2, CPU3

VNF3 CPU3, Mem3, CPU2

our aim is to uniformly scale down the values of any and all

output features, to then uniformly derive the weights of the

neural nodes through gradient descent during backpropagation.

The fit weights of the MinMax normalization for both input

and output features are then stored in order to “un-normalize”

predicted values later on, when using our trained models for

prediction.

Moreover, we have selected specific input features (Tables

IV and V) based on highest correlation coefficient scores

matching one or several output features (Tables VI and VII)

for each model. We made those choices to ensure the highest

RMSE scores for each predicted resource usage feature by

leveraging LSTM’s ability to reinforce predictions based on

hidden inter-dependencies between each selected resource

attribute.

Finally we have trained models with different sets Tx =
[5, 10] and Ty = [3, 5, 7] in order to evaluate the prediction

accuracy of different numbers of output time steps given

different numbers of input time steps.
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(a) Input bandwidth (x-axis) versus CPU (y-axis) from VNF1 (b) Output bandwidth (x-axis) versus CPU (y-axis) from VNF1

Fig. 3. Examples of detected AO bivariate outliers (in red) from VNF1

TABLE VI
IMS OUTPUT FEATURES

Model Output features

VNF1 CPU1, Mem1, BWo1
VNF2 CPU2, Mem2, BWo2
VNF3 CPU3, Mem3, BWo3
VNF4 CPU4, Mem4, BWo4
VNF5 CPU5, Mem5, BWo5
VNF6 CPU6, Mem6

TABLE VII
WEB OUTPUT FEATURES

Model Output features

VNF1 CPU1, Mem1, BWo1
VNF2 CPU2, Mem2

VNF3 CPU3, Mem3

C. Comparisons

Different LSTM-based combinations are tested in Section

V-D. For instance, we designed models with NFVLearn or A-

NFVLearn, and combined them either with or without AO

filtering, for a total of four different combinations. Then,

we trained those models with variations in the numbers of

input time steps ([5, 10]) and predicted output time steps

([3, 5, 7]). In order to compare the prediction accuracy of each

setup, the RMSE defined in eq. 16 and the coefficient of

determination R2 defined in eq. 17 were used. The principle

behind this selection of metrics is that RMSE offers a good

measure of the differences between values, while R2 provides

a measure of how well observed outcomes are replicated by the

model, based on the proportion of total variation of outcomes

explained by the model.

RMSE(y, ŷ) =

√

√

√

√

1

n

n
∑

i=1

(yi − ŷi)2 (16)

Where,

y is the observed value
ŷ is the estimated value
n a set of values to evaluate

R2(y, ŷ) = 1−

∑n

i=1(yi − ŷi)
2

∑n

i=1(yi − yi)
2

(17)

Where,

y is the observed value
ŷ is the estimated value

y = 1
n

∑n
i=1(yi)

n a set of values to evaluate

D. Results

The results of our experiments are shown in Tables VIII-XII

and in Figs. 4-7.

Table VIII gives the number of flagged AO outliers for

each model at pre-processing. Those flagged outliers were then

processed out of the data set for each training instance along

with their neighboring data in a time window of length Tx.

We notice that several models (i.e., IMS VNF1, IMS VNF3,

IMS VNF6, WEB VNF1, and WEB VNF2) have a relatively

low number of detected outliers that amount to less than 5%

of their respective data sets. On the other side of the spectrum,

however, other models (i.e., IMS VNF5 WEB VNF2) get a high
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Fig. 4. Whisker boxes of training and validation RMSE - Models with and without attention

TABLE VIII
NUMBER OF DETECTED OUTLIERS

Filtered Number of
Model AO Outliers

IMS VNF1 142
IMS VNF2 5515
IMS VNF3 1090
IMS VNF4 2682
IMS VNF5 6127
IMS VNF6 583
WEB VNF1 2316
WEB VNF2 841
WEB VNF3 12618

number of filtered outliers that amount to over 10% of their

respective data sets.

Tables IX and X show the RMSE ratio and performance

ratio of each combination of attention-based and AO-filtered

IMS models, while Tables XI and XII do the same for

attention-based and AO-filtered web models, respectively. For

each table, the average RMSE and performance is compared to

the average “without attention/without AO” baseline models.

In Table IX, we observe that RMSE scores of IMS attention-

based models outperform those without an attention mecha-

TABLE IX
IMS VALIDATION RMSE TO BASELINE MODEL RATIO

w/ AO w/o AO

w/ Attention 0.990160181 0.846047724
w/o Attention 1.132801209 1

TABLE X
IMS PERFORMANCE TO BASELINE MODEL RATIO

w/ AO w/o AO

w/ Attention 0.711271062 0.716189919
w/o Attention 0.931850079 1

nism. Furthermore, observations on Table X show that IMS

models with AO filtering outperform models without AO

filtering during training of the models. Moreover, we notice

that IMS models with an attention-based mechanism clearly

have an edge over models without attention performance-

wise. These observations demonstrate that IMS models using

an attention mechanism and AO filtering not only improve

RMSE accuracy of the resource usage predictions but also

significantly improve IMS model training performance.

Observations made from Table XI show that RMSE scores
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Fig. 5. Whisker boxes of training and validation RMSE - Models with and without AO

TABLE XI
WEB VALIDATION RMSE TO BASELINE MODEL RATIO

w/ AO w/o AO

w/ Attention 1.094133979 0.978894549
w/o Attention 1.092430993 1

of web models without AO filtering outmatch those with AO

filtering. In this case, models with AO filtering yield over 9%

higher RMSE scores over the baseline web model which is

still at a tolerable level since the baseline web model average

RMSE score is 0.0621. Next, we observe in Table XII that

attention-based web models clearly outperform web models

without an attention mechanism, with an edge for models

which also use AO-filtering with a 39% performance gain

during training. These observations show that attention-based,

AO filtered web models benefit from an outstanding train-

ing performance gain without significantly impacting overall

RMSE scores of the models.

Figs. 4 and 5 depict training and validation results of all

IMS and web models assembled in two sets: the first compares

models with and without an attention mechanism (Fig. 4) and

the second compares models with and without AO filtering

TABLE XII
WEB PERFORMANCE TO BASELINE MODEL RATIO

w/ AO w/o AO

w/ Attention 0.610178012 0.68154401
w/o Attention 0.846191554 1

(Fig. 5). In Fig. 4, all subfigures indicate that models with an

attention mechanism achieve better RMSE results than those

without, both for IMS and web models, as well as in training

and validation.

Fig. 6 show R2 scores and RMSE of individual predicted

resource usage from each model built using input time step sets

of Tx = [5, 10] and output time step set of Ty = [3, 5, 7]. For

instance, subfigures 6a and 6b depict histograms of R2 scores

and RMSE from predicted CPU resource usage, respectively.

Next, subfigures 6c and 6d show R2 scores and RMSE of

predicted memory usage. Lastly, subfigures 6e and 6f show

results of predicted output bandwidth resource usage.

General observation of R2 scores throughout shows that

the majority are > 0.90, which indicate a high fidelity of the

predictions compared to the observed results at the validation

step. Only WEB VNF1 CPU (Fig. 6a, memory (Fig. 6c
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Fig. 6. R2 score and RMSE per VNF

and output bandwidth (Fig. 6e) which R2 scores are near

0.8, and IMS VNF2 memory (Fig. 6c, near or below 0.2)

show R2 scores that requires further investigation. In WEB

VNF1’s case, we understand that this is an instance of a

web server receiving HTTP requests from end users and as

such, it makes it difficult to forecast resource usage of any

kind given prior resource usage history from that same VNF

or its neighbors. Furthermore, IMS VNF2’s memory usage

forecasting is difficult to predict since that VNF is the end

point of IMS “INVITE” requests and, as such, it’s main

function is therefore more network traffic oriented and less

reliant on random access memory than, for example, a VNF

hosting a database manager.

Observations of RMSE scores in Figs. 6b, 6d and 6f show

that models built using Tx = 5 and Ty = 3 (dark blue)

are proportionally the less accurate models overall, and those

built using Tx = 10 and Ty = 3 being the most accurate.

Interestingly, the RMSE accuracy of the models have stronger

ties to the number Tx of input time steps than to those of

the number Ty of output time steps, showing that LSTM does
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Fig. 7. Average RMSE per time step

indeed learn relationships over many time steps and enhances

output predictions accordingly.

Finally, Fig. 7 yields a lot of useful information. First,

comparing sub-figures 7a and 7b shows interesting trends.

First, we notice that models without attention yield better

RMSE accuracy when using a lesser number of input time

steps (models with 5 input time steps more accurate than

those with 10 input time steps), while models with an attention

mechanism show the opposite. Moreover, we notice that the

gap in RMSE accuracy becomes larger between models with

and without attention when the model uses more input time

steps. This observation demonstrates an attention mechanism’s

ability to decipher complex relationships between input fea-

tures over a larger number of input time steps than models

simply using LSTM.

Next, when looking at both sub-figures of Fig. 7, other

trends emerge. First, we notice a significantly poorer RMSE

accuracy for the predicted outputs at time step 1 from models

without attention, followed by excellent RMSE accuracy re-

sults at output time steps [2− 4]. Further investigation should

be made to figure out why output predictions at time step 1 fail

to generalize. Results also show that RMSE accuracy degrades

more steadily and with a lower slope when using models

with an attention mechanism. This is especially beneficial at

predicted output time steps [4−7], where models with attention

clearly outperform those without attention. Lastly, we observe

that models using AO show slightly lower RMSE accuracy

than those without AO. However, it is worth noting that models

with attention and AO outperform those without AO (both with

and without attention) when predicting resource usage values

at output time steps ]5− 7].
Results at Fig. 7 highlight A-NFVLearn’s efficiency with

both an attention mechanism and AO filtering. The attention

mechanism ensures a smooth, steady prediction accuracy over

a large horizon window while AO filtering provides outstand-

ing training performance. When used together, models trained

with attention and AO outmatch models without attention and

that advantage grows with the availability of a large resource

usage history.

VI. DISCUSSION

First of all, a very clear trend emerges from the results

in Section V-D: A-NFVLearn has significant gains in pre-

diction accuracy and training performance over NFVLearn

for both IMS and Web models. This observation is very

interesting from a design perspective since it confirms our

initial hypothesis that NFVLearn’s multivariate, many-to-many

architecture was suitable for an attention mechanism upgrade.

This enhancement demonstrates that attention mechanisms

are perfectly fit for resource usage forecasting using inter-

dependency based resource usage history in cloud and NFV

environments. A-NFVLearn not only benefits from the atten-

tion mechanism’s deeper ability at deciphering relationships

between several input features, but it also improves model

generalization and does so with less training iterations than

NFVLearn’s standard LSTM architecture.

The next highlight that is drawn out from the results is that

AO filtering systematically improves training performance of

the VNF resource usage forecasting models. Pairing it with

an attention mechanism further improves performance results

while mitigating a decrease in RMSE accuracy. This technique

proves to be a good option to A-NFVLearn’s pre-processing

stage since an administrator gets the option to tradeoff minor

loss in RMSE accuracy with improved prediction under-fitting

reduction and training performance. Applied to large datasets

and NFV environments hosting large numbers of VNFs, AO

filtering will significantly reduce overall training time of all

the VNF models, which will also reduce the power required

to train all those models. As mentioned, the decision to apply

AO filtering or not is left entirely under the systems adminis-

trator according to model training performance, accuracy and

prediction variance objectives.

Another comment is that the AO filtering process is ex-

tremely user-friendly. Throughout the course of the exper-

iments, we have kept AO’s outlier detection parameters to

default settings as provided in the implementation in [19].

The flagged multivariate outlier data points are automatically

filtered out along with its neighbors from the inputs and

outputs of the training set without user intervention. A list

of the flagged outliers is then saved for review.

Now, a more general view of the applicability on an ap-

proach such as A-NFVLearn in online NFVIs is that although

the results shown thereof are promising, the research team

is conscious that LSTM-based architectures are heavily data-

centric and that broader analysis must be conducted of this

approach in live environments. RMSE accuracy and gener-

alization of the models relies heavily on ad-hoc concepts of

SFC digital twins. Such concepts evolve according to VNF
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and VNFC software architecture which vary from vendor

to vendor, software versions, underlying NFVI hosts’ archi-

tecture, configuration of the server clusters in the edge and

core networks, network links and overall heterogeneity of the

infrastructure. In this regard, although we have demonstrated

that A-NFVLearn adapts well to different IMS and web SFC

scenarios, the research team should extend its experiments to

a larger NFVI when possible.

Moreover, further research should be conducted in regards

to the granularity of resource usage history, which was set

to 20 seconds per time step for those experiments. VNF

services, jobs and tasks behave differently seen from different

time scales at which the resource usage data was collected.

Therefore, a thorough investigation of those behaviours must

be conducted in order to properly align with VNF resource

adaptation objectives.

Addressing the two aforementioned observations will en-

sure that deploying A-NFVLearn in commercial carrier-grade

solutions becomes realistic in the near future.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we’ve presented A-NFVLearn and a novel

outlier filtering technique for multivariate data based on AO.

A-NFVLearn is a novel, attention-enhanced architecture based

on NFVLearn’s multivariate, many-to-many LSTM-based ar-

chitecture designed for resource usage forecasting of multiple

resource attributes of a VNF in an SFC. We compared training

performance, RMSE prediction accuracy and R2 prediction

fidelity of A-NFVLearn and NFVLearn with and withou AO’s

pre-processing outlier filtering technique. Results show that

leveraging A-NFVLearn’s attention mechanism significantly

improves VNF model’s training time performance and RMSE

prediction accuracy and that AO multivariate outlier filtering

also improves training time performance and reduces variance

in the forecasted resource usage of vCPU, vMemory and

network bandwidth resource attributes of VNF from IMS and

web SFCs. As future work, we aim to devise a clustering

technique to label jobs and tasks from multivariate resource

load of a VNF to reinforce resource usage forecasting of A-

NFVLearn.
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